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What ZA members say…..

‘Useful and accurate advice’

‘Spearhead for asylum seekers, making 
it clearer for Zimbabweans how the 
asylum process works’

‘ZA is an organised charity.  It takes everyone as 
human beings and they listen’

‘It helps people who are desperate’

‘A group of people who have in common a past in 
Zimbabwe and the hope of a future there’

‘A place of sanctuary for troubled Zimbabweans in the UK’

‘I see myself as a lifelong member’



Dear Members, Trustees, Members of the Advisory Committee and all supporters of the Zimbabwe Association,

As I write this on 11 October 2011,  I realise that on this day in 2001 a Constitution was adopted and the Zimbabwe Association 

officially launched.

HAPPY 10TH BIRTHDAY ZIMBABWE ASSOCIATION!

Discussions about how to prevent the grossly unfair treatment of Zimbabweans seeking asylum had led to agreement that an 

organisation to work for and with Zimbabweans was most definitely needed.

The Zimbabwe Association slowly took shape. We challenged many misconceptions about what was going on in Zimbabwe and 

in challenging an unfair asylum system, we learnt a lot about you, our members, and what you really wanted.

Our 2011 Annual General Meeting will celebrate our work over the last decade. It started with our campaign in 2001 to halt the 

removal of failed Zimbabwean asylum seekers which ended in success in January 2002.

Following the campaign, we were kindly offered a house at a modest rent during our formative years that became a safe haven 

for so many of our members. 

Over the next few years we fought many battles and grew stronger and more determined.

This brief letter will miss out on much important history. But I do want to acknowledge our achievements over the years. We 
have won appeals against the Home Office, we have rescued many from deportation, we have fought resolutely against being 

sidetracked.

On behalf of the Trustees and the Advisory Committee, I welcome you all to the AGM. We are proud to be here and we would 

ask you to celebrate the people who were there at the very beginning and who have been our core, our heart and our strength 
during good days and some very bad times. 

I thank all those members and supporters who have given so much to keep us effective and alert to your needs. Thanking these 
people individually in this letter would be an onerous task so I just want to humbly say: 

THANK YOU ALL – WE SHARE YOUR VISION AND YOUR HOPES FOR THE FUTURE!

Despite all the pressures of global recession we have a new vision and a new reason to carry on. We maintain our commitment 

to LIGHTING THE WAY for all Zimbabweans to be respected, have fair treatment here in the United Kingdom and one day to be 
able to return to a safe, democratic and free Zimbabwe.

With my thanks and respect to all of you and my colleagues over the years

HAPPY 10TH BIRTHDAY ZIMBABWE ASSOCIATION!

Alan Wilkinson, Chair of the Board of Trustees

Welcome 
to all from 

the ZA 
Board



The Zimbabwe Association, in the beginning…

The Zimbabwe Association (ZA) formed in 2001 as a response to the urgent 

needs of Zimbabweans arriving in the UK. Upon arrival they faced a daunting and 

complex asylum process and many were traumatised and fearful.  

Since that time the ZA has developed into a vibrant membership based 

organisation which registered as a charity in 2006. The ZA promotes the 

fundamental human rights and welfare of all Zimbabweans regardless of political 

opinion, race, tribe, gender, age, religion or sexual orientation. 

The ZA continues the work started in 2001, accurately signposting to competent 

legal advice and supporting those in detention, combined with lobbying, 

campaigning and media work.  More recently ZA activities have expanded to 

include: 

ZA Newsletters; Drop In Centres; Research; Transitional Justice workshops; 

International projects; Training

ZA continues to stay true to its core principle:

to be the voice of the membership, run by 

members, for members



Why did we get involved?

Sarah Harland, ZA Coordinator:

“Back in 2000 & 2001,  I was in the UK, cut off from home and forced to watch powerlessly as violence 

spread through Zimbabwe. It’s an awful feeling watching everything one has known being destroyed. 

Slowly I became aware that there were fellow Zimbabweans who had fled to the UK seeking 

sanctuary, but who were being detained, robbed by “legal” reps and treated as liars by the authorities. 

I was overtaken by a very strong anger. All my energies became focussed on getting people out of 

detention, making the authorities believe people and stopping the removals. The more I learned about 

the injustices being  faced, the more determined I was to change things. Ten years on, the struggle 

keeps going.”

Patson Muzuwa, Advisory Committee:

“I got involved with ZA because of their goals and the hands-on work they do and the support they 

gave me when I first came into the country. I wanted to extend my gratitude and help towards others 

as I had got help from previous committees. ZA’s aims and objectives are open to help everyone who 

needs help without any strings attached. I felt I needed to be working for it always. The work I have 

done with ZA has helped me get a place to study International Relations and Politics and LLB Law 

Human Rights & Social Justice. The voluntary work that I have done has enlightened me and I have 

made so many contacts in this country.”

Addley, Long-term ZA member and volunteer:

“As a victim of torture it was important to work with other victims of torture to show that even if you go 

through torture, it’s something you can leave behind and look forward to a future. Working with other 

people means there is hope. There is a future. You can move on with your life.

Working with ZA wasn’t easy at first. Going to hostels and detention centres and speaking to people 

who had suffered. My communication skills improved and my empathy developed which made me go 

towards Social Work.”
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The legal battle … and how it affected removals

Nov 2004 – Home Office announces they will begin removing Zimbabweans; in the next six 

months c. 210 Zimbabweans are removed. Justice Collins orders Judicial Review cases in High 

Court to be stayed until Tribunal has heard new Country Guidance case (AA); Removals stop.

•AA (October 2005) Involuntary returns to Zimbabwe “… the process by 

which the United Kingdom authorities enforces the involuntary return of rejected asylum seekers 

to Zimbabwe exposes them to a risk of ill-treatment at the hands of the CIO”

•AA2 (2006) Risk for involuntary returnees - A failed asylum seeker returned 

involuntarily to Zimbabwe does not face on return a real risk of being subjected to persecution or 

serious ill-treatment on that account alone. (SM and Others (MDC – internal flight- risk 

categories) is reaffirmed. Two risk categories added:  those with military history; those with 

outstanding criminal issues. July/Aug Removals start.

•Case J (Sept 2006) – High Court Judge gets an undertaking from Home Office to stop removals 

until the outcome of AA2 appeals. Removals stop.

• HS & Others (2007) – reaffirmed SM and AA2 and added risk category of people 

associated with civil society organisations who have attracted adverse attention of authorities

•RN & Others (2008) (originally AA & Others) all those unable to demonstrate loyalty

to Zimbabwe’s ruling regime will be at risk of persecution if removed

back to their country.

•EM & Others (2011) no longer the case that anyone who cannot demonstrate loyalty to

Mugabe/Zanu-PF is at risk of persecution; (there may be more risk of persecution in rural areas 

with the exception of Matabeleland) Removals start.

Immigration minister 

Tony McNulty said:

"This judgment (AA) 

drives an entire 

coach and horses 

through the asylum 

system … ."

“They (ZA) do very 

important work in the 

refugee community 

and assist extremely 

vulnerable 

individuals who 

would otherwise 

have nowhere else 

to go for support.”

Ana G, lawyer
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It is worth noting the small numbers of people who are granted protection after first applying for 

asylum, no matter how bad the situation may be in the country of origin. The numbers of people 

given protection seems to reflect a % of  the number of people applying. Most have to fight through 

the courts (over many years) for protection.

Thank you to:

Elder Rahimi, Wilson LLP, Turpin 
Miller, Trott and Gentry, 
Marziano, Khatry & Mak, 
Lawrence Lupin, Battersea Law 
Centre, Lambeth Law Centre, 
Blavo & Co, Sutovic & Hartigan, 
Thakrar & Co, Oldhams, TRP, 
Paragon Law, South Manchester 
Law Centre, Khirri Solicitors, 
Brighton Housing Trust, Annette 
Elder, Philippa Roffey, Jo 
Bezzano, Matthew Davies, Ana 
Gonzalez, Trevor Hutton, Fiona 
Iliff,  Suzanne O’Connell, Paul 
Morris, John Steward, Julian Bild, 
Emma Douglas, Wendy Pettifer, 
Zoe Stephens, Mark Taylor, Eric 
Fripp, Clare Miller, Martin 
Penrose, Ravi Low Beer, Sonal
Ghelani, Steve Symonds, Anne 
Singh, Mark Henderson, Alistair 
Mackenzie, Nicola Cockburn, Mr
and Mrs Makanda amongst 
others

for their professionalism, hard 

work and humanity

Remembering also:
Alan Brooks and Felix Muzawazi

Zimbabwean Asylum Applications 2001 - 2010



Membership Support
Over the last 12 months membership support has continued to be the core element of ZA’s work. 

The phone lines are  open every Tuesday and Thursday.  Advisory committee members continue 

all their hard work at a local level and keep the office informed of current issues and concerns 

throughout the community.  2011 saw a change in office venue to Oxford House in Bethnal Green.  

After listening to the feedback of members it was decided that an office with more space was a 

priority for ZA.  Our new office, based in a friendly community and arts centre, enables more 

members to access the office on a regular basis.  September 2011 saw the introduction of OPEN 

TUESDAYS where all members are welcome to drop in to the office, share news, worries, access 

computers, literature and information on services available.

Newsletter and Website
Luka has worked hard over the years to produce a lively and 

informative newsletter. Issues that have been covered are:

Legal updates; Detention Updates; Community News and 

Stories; News from Zimbabwe; Poems and Creative Writing 

The website has been kept up to date and is proving a vital resource.

Detention      
Detention continues to be a worry for the community especially with the start of removals of 

Zimbabweans once more. Despite the fear, we only know of a few people removed since May 2011. 

There has been an increase in Zimbabweans in detention and ZA is in contact with c. 25. Many are 

long-term detainees who are in immigration detention after serving prison sentences.  ZA produces 

a regular Detentions and Removals briefing on the situation which is on the website. A dedicated  

small team of volunteers keep in contact with detainees. Centres visited recently include Brook 

House, Harmondsworth, Colnbrook and Yarls Wood. ZA continues to work with detention support 

groups and participates in  the Detention Forum.

Legal Signposting
Relationships with competent legal firms maintained and referrals made. The reduced number of decent legal 

firms in  areas of UK makes it very difficult. Submission made to Public Bill Committee re Legal Aid.



Media and Public Speaking 
Activity over the last 12 months has included:

References to ZA in the Independent, Guardian, BBC, Times, Sunday Times SA, The Zimbabwean. 
Interviews with SW Radio Africa, Voice of America, BBC London, Deutsche Welle.  Speakers at London 

Churches Network, ASAP Destitution Event and AGM, Still Human Still Here Sleepout and University College 

London.

Parliamentary and Political lobbying 

Zimbabwe Diaspora Focus Group (ZDFG) 
During 2010-11 ZA continued to lead the Asylum and Immigration portfolio of the ZDFG.  The ZDFG was 

established by the Foreign and Commonwealth Office (FCO) in January 2010. The ZDFG has regularly met 

on a quarterly basis as a focus group with the FCO to discuss key issues affecting the Zimbabwean 
community in the UK. The ZDFG reports back to the wider Zimbabwean community at public meetings and 

through individual member organisations.  Issues that were covered during 2010-11 included Asylum and 

Forced Returns with UKBA, Human Rights situation, DifD work in Zimbabwe, Wealth creation and Micro-

finance pilot scheme and a meeting with Deborah Bronnert, the new UK ambassador to Zimbabwe.

Other meetings included: Lancaster House after Ministerial statement re Returns to Zimbabwe; Locarno 

Room with Minister for Africa and UK ambassador.

Transitional Justice
ZA has partnered in the Zimbabwe Human Rights NGO Forum’s Transitional Justice (TJ) programme. 

Workshops have been held in Birmingham, Leicester and Manchester with ZA groups.

Events and Networking
Below are a few of the events attended by ZA in the last 12 months:

Refugee Council Umbrella Parade and Refugee Week events; March for the Alternative, Africa-UK, Case for 

Legal Aid, Asylum Improvement Project, Crossing borders exhibition, Refugee Council AGM, 26 June Service 
of Solidarity, Zimfest, ASAP launch, Bolton HIV Conference, Refugee Council 60th Anniversary, Daneford

Trust AGM, Medical Foundation legal event, GLA Research, City Hall, APPG Refugees meeting, Zimbabwe 

Europe Network, Stop the Violence – ACTSA demo, meetings with Still Human Still Here, Redress, UKBA, 

Detention Forum, Rindai Vava (ZESN), Takawira Musavengana at Chatham House 



Drop In Centres (DICs)

During 2011 activities continued with much success in Birmingham, Leicester and 
Manchester and the Islington Friendship group met on an occasional basis. From sewing 
groups to book launches, Transitional Justice workshops to Refugee week events, there was 
barely a dull moment  ….. Volunteering and training opportunities were accessed and there 
was much useful signposting to local organisations. Traditional meals were served to all 
comers giving warmth and fellowship to many.

The way forward:

Leicester is lighting the way forward for all the Drop In Centres. Over the last year it has  
developed and grown, attracted regular attendance and built links with local agencies. 
Increased involvement locally meant better training and volunteer opportunities plus access 
to local councillors and other decision makers.  It was agreed that Leicester DIC has reached 
the point where operating as an independent, locally based group would be best for 
members of the DIC. Members in the community are ready to take responsibility for the 
activities in their area. 

As Leicester DIC wanted to remain closely linked with ZA, it was agreed that a resolution re a 
new category of group membership of the ZA would be put to the vote at the AGM in 
October. This would allow for local community empowerment but also enable a close 
relationship to continue with ZA, providing both with future opportunities.

This new membership category is ‘in line’ with the outcomes of the ZA Strategy Day on 16 
July, where key themes were: Partnerships, Localism and Empowerment

Manchester and Birmingham are continuing to develop in their regions and will be learning 
from Leicester’s experience.

1,378 hot meals 

served in six 
months*

492 different people 
went to DICs

Average attendance 

per session*

Birmingham 27

Leicester  70

Manchester 24

*(from January to June 2011)



“ We are like a 
family”



How did we do – 12 months on

The ZA outlined five key areas of work for 2010 to 2011

• Stabilization of incoming resources of restricted and unrestricted income

2010-11 saw an improvement in budgeting and financial management. The economic crisis is 

having a serious effect on the sector and making it very difficult to obtain funds. T-shirt sales and 

other initiatives to create self-generating income are ongoing. 

• Implementation of integrated communications strategy

A communications strategy was adopted. The ZA website continues to improve and is updated 

more frequently, ZA facebook page continues to be worked on.  ZA members spoke at a range 

of events across the sector.

• Consolidation of governance and risk management procedures

All governance is up to date and effectively managed.

• Effective and targeted legal and welfare support

Smaller numbers of new asylum cases has allowed more one-to-one involvement and 

successful referrals to legal firms and support.  Drop in Centres continued to see large numbers 

of people and provide relevant local sign posting.

• Development of collaborative partnerships in the UK and internationally

Links have developed with an on the ground health charity in Zimbabwe and we continue to 

develop this relationship. Collaborative research projects are in discussion with a number of 

NGOs and research bodies in the UK



The year ahead 

The ZA is entering a transitional phase with a large number of outstanding cases resolved.  We face 

different challenges and changing needs from our membership. 

2011-12 looks to be a period of change and growth.

The below areas are our focus for the year ahead:

• Core work 

Core areas of work will continue in 2011-12 including signposting to competent legal advice and 

supporting those in detention, combined with lobbying, campaigning and media work. 

• Self-supporting Drop In Centres

Bridging work to assist and enable this new membership affiliation to establish and develop.  Creating 

the optimal way forward to work together for the benefit of the membership.

• Partnerships in UK and Zimbabwe

Build upon the work which has begun this year, including formalising partnerships and joint projects.

• Community support, culture and heritage

Exploring the area of culture and heritage which has been identified as a priority by our membership.

• Research

Documenting and archiving the work of the last decade.



Update on grants received: The following grants were received during 2010-11, a substantial grant from 

our main funder the Sigrid Rausing Trust, A&B Charitable Trust, ZWRAF, Souter Trust  and other 

sources, including very generous donations from individuals.

The management of financial resources continues to be done through SAGE software.  The Trustees 

took steps to create a rigorous operational budget and planning for 2011-12. 

Sigrid Rausing Trust continues to be our main funder and we are very appreciative of their continued 

support over a period of years.  Their belief in us and the value of the work we are doing has been 
crucial. 

We are also striving to maintain and develop the support we receive from individuals and to create 
streams of self generating income.

After three years of regular support ZWRAF have ended their funding to ZA; we are very thankful for 
their support and kindness during this time.

ZA would also like to thank and acknowledge financial support we have received during 2001-2011, 

which has enabled us to reach our 10 year anniversary.  Amongst many kind donors are the following:

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS:

Faith Raven, Eileen Brooksbank, Mike Degenhardt, Caroline Witts, Margaret Ling, JoAnn McGregor, Tim Finch, Folake

Adelakun, Amanda Sebestyen, Fiona Christoff, D. Harland, G. Harland, Hazel Barkham, Alan Wilkinson, Emma Thompson, 

R. Chikunguru, Annette Parsons, Sarah Harland, Lyndall Stein, Margaret Harvey, Katherine Evans, Sinead Parsons, Richard 

Bourne, Angela Neustatter, Barry Kelly, Brian Rees, Catherine Slater, Christine Mark, Diana Morant, Doris Lessing, Jim and 

Jane Corrigall, Joan Weir, Joel Joffe, John Coll, John Prevett, Jonathan Ellis, Laura Howley, Lord Hylton, Lady Getty, Mrs J 

D Paul, Patricia Mathieson, RC Makanda, Renee Porter, Rev Ashby, Stuart and Mary Sawyers, Sister Pia, Yvonne Kassim, 

John and Antoinette Moat, Brian Chikwava, Katrina Phillips, Norman Franklin, Lord Tony Gifford, Nigel Gambier, Michael 

Woolley, Malcolm Harper

FUNDERS:

Network for Social Change, Comic Relief, Oak Foundation, Franklin Trust, Souter Charitable Trust, The Douglas Turner 

Trust, UIA Charitable Foundation, Caroline Tod Charitable Trust, SeedBed Christian Trust, St John Southworth Fund, Latin 

American Women’s Aid, Joseph Rowntree Reform Trust, Response Fund, Cripplegate Foundation, WeZimbabwe, City 

University, UCL

Financial Year 2010-11

Remembering with 

much gratitude the 

legacies of

George Derek Witt  

Vicky Weir 

Penny Graham-Jolly



Zimbabwe Association

Unrestricted Restricted Total Total

Funds Funds Funds Funds

2010-2011 2009-2010

£ £ £ £

Incoming Resources Note

Voluntary Income - Grants 2,200 35,750 37,950 45,866

Voluntary Income - Donations 12,140 0 12,140 27,569

Investment, recharges and other income 1,396 0 1,396 1,047

Charitable activities 230 0 230 4,566

Total Incoming Resources 15,966 35,750 51,716 79,048

Resources Expended

Charitable activities 26,424 28,910 55,334 69,083

Governance costs 1,198 0 1,198 1,970

Total Resources Expended 27,622 28,910 56,532 71,053

Net Incoming/(Outgoing) Resources -4,816 0 -4,816 7,995

Fixed Assets 508 0 508 454

Current Assets

Debtors 131 0 131 647

Prepaid Rent 1,092 0 1,092 0

Cash at bank 6,537 40,424 46,961 59,561

Total Current Assets 7,760 40,424 48,184 60,208

Creditors:

Amounts falling due within one year 1,880 0 1,880 9,034

Net Current Assets 5,880 40,424 46,304 51,174

Total Assets less Current Liabilities 6,388 40,424 46,812 51,628

Funds of the Charity                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

Unrestricted funds 6,388 6,388 18,044
Restricted funds (includes Legacy sum of £33,584) 40,424 40,424 33,584

Total Funds 6,388 40,424 46,812 51,628

Statement of Financial Activities for the year ended 26th June 2011



The work over the last ten years of Zimbabwe Association 
has only been made possible by the incredible support 
and kindness of so many….
Tony Savage (IT), Caroline Calascione (design), Lyndall Stein (fundraising), Rachel Palmer 

(fundraising), Pete Le May (photography), Sam Hawke (intern), Fortunate Frizzell (intern), Kurt Petschl

(intern), Rev Charlie & Sara Moore, Ray, Louisa and Sam Pennell, Sister Agnes, Katherine Evans, 

Father Bernard, Philip Chikwiramakomo, Kevin Laue, Baroness D’Souza, Amanda Sebestyen, 

Sarudzayi Barnes, Mustafu Mutambwindu, Njabulo ‘Rasta’ Ngwenya, Emily Madamombe, Charlie 
Hopkinson (fundraising photo exhibition), Lisa Doyle, Katrina Phillips, Brighton Chireka, Puck de Raadt, 

Bernita Magaya, Steady Munyani, Matthew Sanyanga, Addley Nyamutakwa, Charles Maposa, Dumi

Tutani, Siphiwe Masora, Tonderayi Mutyasera, Marsha Sanders, Ancilla Manyawi, Victor de Waal, 

Nicholas Sagovsky, Gugu Tutani, Violet Moyo, Felistas Soko, Paul Mathema, Stefanie Borkum, Lucia 

Dube, Wilbert Mandinde, Howard Lane and Green Net, Shanthi Sivakumaran, Lister Manjeya, Patrick 
Manjeya, Nancy Tiriboyi, Patricia Tiriboyi, Audrey Marere, Daisy Marere, Gerry Kororo, Comfort 

Zhibhowa, Pelani Ziba, Crispen Kulinji, Methodist Church, Leicester, Sylvia Maziwa, Daniel Chirombe, 

Lillian Chirombe, Jacqueline Chizinga, Charles Ndelemani, Makaza Chizinga, Lizwey Jose, Marian 

Hove, Bernard Tapfumo, Kanyoka Musarurwa, Tarisai Kanyoka, Angeline Chirunga, Christine Ndlovu, 

Clara Muyengwa, Clever Munemo, Cloud Chunga, Elizabeth Mangodza, Lilian Mukudu, Mandy Nyama, 
Martha Mupepura, Sandra Ncube, Sara Pfende, Siphiwe Ncube, Tsitsi Tazivivinga, Lindiwe Maposa, 

Diana Mahachi, Ellen Marunga, Esther Magenga, Percy Muneka, Theodora Kapikinyu, Idah Kahwa,   

Tamary Sithole, Mildred Mukamba, Charity Mandingaisa, Eleanor Svosve, Irene Kamdefwele, Jubreti

Chideya, Lyle Mupinda, Aivet Phiri, Issa Sibanda, Clemence Matsika, Alice Bloch, Khuluza Mlotshwa, 

Dorcas Ndlovu, Mark Olden, Sister Pat Robb, Tony Brauer, Basil and Aisha, Rev Paul Hawkins (St 
Pancras Church) and many others

Very many thanks to Trustees: Alan Wilkinson, Margaret Ling, Tim Finch, Thoko Mazura, 

JoAnn McGregor and Edith Nenohwe and Advisory Committee: Patson Muzuwa, Thomas 

Date, Sarah Harland, Rejoice Mahwada, Stella Maravanyika, Mary Matambanadzo, Delina

Mutyambizi, Luka Phiri, Patrick Sibanda and Pelagia Zigangwe

And a huge thank you to all our colleagues and friends in the sector for their support, 
help, and generosity over the last ten years. It has been a privilege to work together on 
many joint campaigns and ventures. You are too many to name individually!!!
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Making a difference

Stella:
Stella speaks of her introduction to ZA and involvement as a volunteer. “While in this (asylum) process I 

decided I needed to think of something positive I could do and started to think of volunteering.  Then 

through my local church I meet a Jesuit Brother who introduced me to the Zimbabwe Association, an 

organisation I felt that I could volunteer at.  I was trying to use my previous experience and the ZA 

welcomed me. I felt stimulated and that I had been rehabilitated.  I felt I was just picked from the rubbish 

bin.  Every Tuesday and Thursday I could not wait to go to the office.  It was a thrill for me to sit at the 

desk again after almost 6 years of my ghost like life.

My involvement with the ZA has bought me back to my life and I now have the confidence to reach to 

others.

Farai*:  
ZA first met Farai at a protest outside the Zimbabwe embassy on a cold grey day.  She was dishevelled, 

despairing and desperate having recently been released from a mental health care unit on to the street. 

ZA gave a small emergency cash sum to Farai, but it wouldn’t last long. It was more important to link her 

with the right agencies to deal with her issues longer-term. ZA made contact with the local Red Cross 

and ensured that everything was being done that could be done. It was still a shock to learn that they 

were limited in their help to food parcels, toiletries and a sleeping bag.  

Some weeks later Farai was back in the system and receiving accommodation and support. A local ZA 

Drop In Centre befriended her, watched over her and helped her to get well. As she recovered her 

confidence grew and she was able to start going to college. In 2011 she was granted status in the UK.

* Name changed to protect identity 



The Zimbabwe Association (ZA) is a charity and membership organisation 

which supports Zimbabwean asylum seekers and refugees in the United 

Kingdom.  We work to ensure they have access to fair legal representation 

and accurate information throughout the asylum process.  Our aims include 

utilising and developing members’ skills, accessing education and enabling 

Zimbabweans to be heard.

Contact details:

Zimbabwe Association                            
Oxford House                                     
Derbyshire Street                                        
London                                                          

E2 6HG

Tel: 020 7739 8226  

info@zimbabweassociation.org.uk
www.zimbabweassociation.org.uk

Registered charity no: 1115466           
Company no: 04132213


